The problem of creating search dialogs which are consistent with normal user interface dialogs is posed. The ART user interface tool kit is presented. The features of top-down fiitering of interactive events and the modeling of interactor semantics as editing variables are discussed. Two special interactor filters are described which when wrapped around an editing dialog will transform that dialog into one which edits search patterns for the same class of objects.
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Automatic Generation from Interface Design Roberto A40riyon
Pedro Szekely Model-based interface design can save substantial effort in building help systems for interactive applications by generating help automatically from the model used to implement the interface, and by providing a framework for developers to easily refine the automatically-generated help texts. This paper describes as ystem that generates hypertext-based help about data presented in application displays, commands to manipulate data and interaction techniques to invoke commands. The refinement component provides several levels of customization, including progmmming-by-example techniques to let developers edit directly help windows that the system produces, and the possibility to refine help generation rules.
